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This paper is concerned with the asymptotic behavior as E L 0 of the solution uE 
of the reactiondiffusion equation in RN x Iw +: U, - Au + (l/s*) C(u) = 0, where d is 
the derivative of a b&able potential. We show that if the initial data u( ., 0) has 
values in both domains of attraction of the potential, then an interface will develop 
in a short time O(s*llnsl). We also show that if the wells of the potential are of 
equal depth, then this interface will propagate with normal velocity equal to its 
mean curvature. Our result is valid as long as the interface remains smooth. If the 
initial interface is compact and N > 2 then the interface will disappear in a finite 
time (but not if N= 1). In case the depths of the wells are not equal then in order 
to obtain get “reasonable” results, we must work on the scaled time s = t/e (slower 
time scale). In this scale we show that the interface moves with a constant speed 
proportional to the difference of the depths of the two wells, along the normal, 
towards the domain of the deeper well; this result is valid for all s E (0, co) and does 
not actually depend on the regularity of the interface. We also extend the above 
results to the homogeneous second initial-boundary value problem. In case the 
depths of the wells are equal and the initial interface is orthogonal to the boundary, 
we prove that the interface moves with normal velocity equal to its mean curvature 
provided that there is a family of hypersurfaces which moves according to their 
mean curvature and intersect the boundary orthogonally. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. IwR~DuCTI~N 
In this paper, we consider the solution ~2 of the reaction-diffusion 
equation, 
with the initial condition 
u(x, 0) = g(x), 
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(x, t)EwXR+ (1.1) 
XEW, (1.2) 
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where E is a small positive parameter, g( .) a bounded and continuous 
function in RN, and b( .) the derivative of a bistable potential V( .). Here 
“bistable” means that the potential has exactly two local minima; the exact 
conditions for 4 are 
dEC2(W, 4 has exactly three zeros: u _ < u0 < u + ; 
d(u) < 09 VuE(--,U_)u(UO,U+); 
4(u) ’ 02 VUE(U-,UfJU(U+, +m), 
#‘(u-)>O, @‘(u + 1’ 0, @(%I) < 0. 
We shall derive the asymptotic behavior of ~8 as E tends to 0. 
Equation (1.1) or its slower time scaled (s = t/s) equation, 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
has a dynamical theory which is well understood (see [16, 26, refs. 
therein]). For not too large time, the effect of the diffusion term du is 
negligible, so that the solution U&(X, t) of (1.1) behaves as the function 
w(g(x), t/$), where w(<, T) is the solution of the ordinary differential 
equation 
w,(L 7) + 4(45, T)) = 0, (<,T)ER’XRf, 
(1.5) 
4590) = t-9 <EL!‘. 
Since the potential V( .) is bistable, the ordinary differential equation (1.5) 
has two stable solutions w = up and w = U+ , and one unstable solution 
w = uO. Accordingly, U&(X, t) will approach U, if the value g(x) is in the 
attraction domain (u,, + co ) of the solution w = u + or will approach u _ if 
the value g(x) is in the attraction domain (-co, u,,) of the solution 
w = U- . Hence, a layer (a zone where u has large x-gradient) develops near 
the set r, = {x~ RN/ g(x) = u,,} in a short time period. (In the sequel, we 
shall call the set (xe UP’ U(X, t) = u,,} the inter-ace.) Subsequently, the 
diffusion term du near the interface will become large enough to balance 
the kinetic effects and therefore the interface will begin to propagate. 
Allen and Cahn [ 1 ] have obversed the following phenomena: If the wells 
of the potential are not of equal depth, i.e., V(u- ) # V(u+ ), then in the 
slower time scale of Eq. (1.4), the interface will propagate with a constant 
speed proportional to V(K) - I’(#+), along its normal, towards the 
domain of the deeper well. If the wells are of equal depth, the interface is 
almost still in the slower time scale of Eq. (1.4), but, in the faster time scale 
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of Eq. (l.l), it will propagate with normal velocity equal to the mean 
curvature K of the interface. 
A formal proof for the above phenomena was given by Rubinstein, 
Sternberg, and Keller [26]; see Fife’s book [16] for more general cases 
such as a system of equations. 
Some rigorous proofs were recently given under various restrictions, 
In one dimension, rigorous results were given by Bronsard and Khon 
‘c6], Carr-Pego [7, 83, Fife [15], Fife-Hsiao [IS], Fusco [20], and 
Fusco-Hale [Zl] (note that curvature plays no role in this case). 
For higher dimensions (Na 2), Bronsard and Kohn [S] considered the 
radially symmetric ase and proved (for wells of equal depth) that the normal 
velocity of the motion of the interface is the mean curvature (N- 1)/R, 
where R is the radius of the interface. Finally, DeMottoni and Schatzman 
([ 11, 121) considered the general N-dimensional Cauchy problem (1.4) 
and (1.2). In [ll], they proved that an interface develops in time 
O(E ]ln ~1) and the solution stays close to a certain profile of travelling 
wave for all time <CA. In [12], they derived an asymptotic expansion, 
in E, of arbitrarily high order for both the solution and the interface with 
initial value being the profile which they obtained in [ 111, and obtained 
the error estimates for the expansion. In [ 111, they assumed that 4 is odd 
and convex in (0, + co). The results in [ 121 apply only as long as the 
interface remains smooth ( Ck, k 2 max(6, N/2}). 
In this paper, we present a new proof for the dynamical theory described 
above. It is based on the construction of two subsolutions and has the 
advantage of being quite simple, and at the same time, requiring less 
regularity on 4 and r,, and weaker assumption on the potential function 
than in [ll, 121. 
Our method does not seem, however, capable of establishing the fine 
profile of the solution (established in [ 111) when the interface is 
generating. 
Our method also works for the second initial-boundary value problem. 
In case the depths of the wells are equal and the initial interface is 
orthogonal to the boundary, we prove that the interface moves with 
normal velocity equal to its mean curvature provided that there exists a 
family of hypersurfaces which move according to their mean curvature and 
intersect the boundary orthogonally. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state our main results. 
In Section 3 we show that the interface will develop in time 0(s2 Iln ~1). In 
Section 4 we show that the interface will propagate (i) with a constant 
normal velocity in the slower time scale, and (ii) with a normal velocity 
equal to its mean curvature in the faster time scale and the case of equal 
depth of wells. In Section 5 we prove that if N 2 2, the depths of the wells 
are equal, and the initial interface is compact, then the interface will 
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disappear in a finite time, whereas in the one dimensional case, the velocity 
of the interface is exponentially slow (i.e., it is bounded by eeC”, c > 0). 
Extentions of some of the above results to the homogeneous econd initial- 
boundary value problem are considered in Section 6. 
2. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULT 
Consider the Cauchy problem (1.1) (or (1.4)) with the initial condition 
(1.2). 
The following theorem shows that after a short time, an interface will be 
formed near the set r, = {x~ RN1 g(x) = u,}; here we do not need any 
regularity on r,. 
THEOREM 1 (Generation of Interface). Assume that 4 satisfies (1.3) and 
that g satisfies 
SUP Idx)l+ sup IV&)1 G co < co (2.1) 
xaRN {"E~~IIg(.~)~UOI~~O) 
for some positive constants c0 and C,, and let u&(x, t) be the solution of 
( 1.1 ), (1.2). Then, for any k > 0, there exist positive constants E,, (independent 
of k), z. = z,(k), and MO = M,(k) such that for any E E (0, co), 
u- - Ek < UE(X, t) d u+ + Ek, 
u’(x, ros211ns~)3u+ -Ed, 
U&(X, 70~2 IIn E() < up + ck, 
VxEUV, t~roc2~lnc~, (2.2) 
vxe QI&E,lne, 7 (2.3a) 
vx E Q,,, llrl&l) (2.3b) 
Q&, llnEl = {x E RN1 g(x) > u. + Moe Iln 4 1, 
Qi&,lna, = {xEW( g(x)<uo-A40sllns~}. 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
The proof, given in Section 3, is based on the construction of super- 
solutions and subsolutions. 
To study the propagation of the interface, we introduce a pair 
(U”( .), Co) which is the unique solution of the nonlinear eigenvalue 
problem, 
Urq(e) - COUf(z) - q5( U”(z)) = 0, --co<z< +m, (2.5a) 
u”(-co)=u~, UO(+co)=u+, UO(0) = uo. (2.5b) 
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(For a general discussion of the above eigenvalue problem, see, for 
example, [2, 31.) 
THEOREM 2 (Propagation of Interface in Slower Time Scale). Assume 
that 4 satisfies (1.3) and that g satisfies (2.1), and let uE(x, s) be the solution 
of (1.4), (1.2). Then, for any rO > 0 and k > 0, there exist positive constants 
.zl = EI(rO, k), ml = m,(k), and M, = M,(r,) such that for all E E (0, Ed) and 
TOE Ih’J El <S-C Co, 
U&(X, s) 2 u + - Ek, 
U&(X, s) < u _ + Ek, 
where z. = z,(k + 1) and MO = M,(k + 1) (zo( .), M,( .) are as in Theorem l), 
B(y, r) is the ball centered at y with radius r, Q&E,,nC, is as in (2.4), and 
R’(s)=r,+(fP-M,E)S-22m,&, o<s<co. (2.7) 
The proof is given in Section 4. 
Remark 2.1. (1) Note that (2.6) are complemented by (2.2). 
(2) If Co > 0, then Theorem 2 implies that for any fixed s E (0, co), 
lim U&(X, s) = 
Vx~{~~R~~dist(x,Q0+)<C~s}, 
&-to+ Vx~{x~R~~dist(x,Qofu~~)>C~s}, 
where sZ,+ = {x E I?“) g(x) > uo}. If in addition r. is of measure zero, then 
the interface at time s is r, = (x E RN1 g(x) < 0, dist(x, To) = C’s}. If 
the complement of QLOoa,,ne, is compact, then, by (2.6a), the interface will 
disappear in a finite time. Similar remark holds also for Co < 0. 
(3) If C’=O, then Vs~(0, co), 
VXE {XEIRN( g(x)>u,}, 
VXE (XERNJ g(x)>u,}. (2.8) E-o+ 
One can see from (2.8) that the interface does not move in case C“ = 0. 
Therefore, to study its motion, we shall use the faster time scale. We first 
introduce the concept of motion by mean curvature. 
Let T, be a smooth hypersurface which is the boundary of an open set 
U,E RN, and let d(x, t) be the signed distance from x to the hypersurface 
T1; namely, d is the distance function in U, and minus the distance function 
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in lR”\U,. We call {rrjOGrGT motion by mean curvature starting from r, 
if d(x, t) satisfies, for some c0 > 0, 
(XERNId(x,O)=O}=ro, (2.9a) 
IVd(x, t)l = 1, Vx~{x~[W~IId(x,t)l~c~},O~t~T, (2.9b) 
44 t) = wx, t), Vx~I’,(r(x~[W~~d(x, t)=O)),O<t<T. (2.9~) 
Recall that the normal velocity of the motion of the hypersurface T1 at 
x is -d,(x, t) (if consider n = Vd as the positive normal direction) and the 
mean curvature K of that hypersurface is -dd(x, t). Hence, Eq. (2.9~) 
means that the normal velocity of the motion of the hypersurface is equal 
to its mean curvature. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (1) ZfT,E Ck+a (k>2,O<cr<l)istheboundaryofa 
bounded open set, then there exists a unique solution of the motion by mean 
curvature starting from r, in time interval (0, T] for some T> 0; moreover, 
the signed distance function d(x, t) is a Ck+a,(k+a)‘2 function in a small 
neighborhood of U,, < f < T (r, x { t }). (2) Zf N = 2 or T, is convex, then the 
solution can be extended up to T = T”““, where T”“” is the time at which r, 
shrinks to a single point. 
The assertion (1) was proved by Hamilton [24] and also by 
Evans-Spruck [13], and the assertion (2) was proved by Gage-Hamilton 
[22] under the assumption that N=2 and r, is convex, by Grayson [23] 
under the assumption that N= 2, and by Huisken [25] under the assump- 
tion that N> 2 and r(0) is convex. (Weak global solutions have been 
established recently by Evans-Spruck [ 141, and by Chen-Giga-Goto [9].) 
Now we return to the propagation of the interface in the faster time scale 
and the case Co = 0. We shall assume the following: 
(1) For some positive constants T*, co, and Co, there exists a 
function d(x, t) E C([WN x [O, T*]) satisfying (2.9) and 
sup IV(d,(x, t) - Ad@, t))l < Co; (2.10) 
O<f<T’,ldlCC~ 
i.e., the exists a smooth solution for the motion by mean curvature problem 
for tE [0, T*]. 
(2) There exists a constant c, >O such that 
I g(x) - uol 2 cl dist(x, r,), vxfs {xE~NIII g(x)-uol <cc,}. (2.11) 
In the sequel, we shall assume that the signed distance from x to r. 
takes the same sign as g(x) - uo. 
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The following theorem shows that the interface moves by 
curvature. 
THEOREM 3 (Propagation of Interface in Faster Time Scale). 
that g satis$es (2.1) and (2.11), 4 satisfies (1.3) and 
s :‘#(u)du=O (equal depths of the two wells), (2.12) 
its mean 
Assume 
and the solution d(x, t) of (2.9) satisfies (2.10). Let u&(x, t) be the solution 
of (l.l), (1.2). Then, for any k > 0, there exist positive constants Ed = c*(k) 
such that for all E E (0, E*), T* as in (2.10), z,(k + l).s* lln ~1 < t < T*, 
qx, t) > u + - Ek, VXE {x~[W~Id(x, t)>M,E llnsl}, (2.13a) 
qx, t) < u _ + Ek, Vx E (x E IV”) d(x, t) < --MZ& Jln ~1 }. (2.13b) 
The proof, similar to that of Theorem 2, will be given at the end of 
Section 4. 
Remark 2.2. (1) The condition (2.12) is equivalent to Co = 0 since, by 
multiplying U,O on Eq. (2.5a) and integrating over ZE I%‘, 
C’=j’+)(u)du 
u. 
lrn 
-m 
(2) Theorem 3 implies that 
lim U&(X, t)= 
E-0 
if d(x, t) > 0, 
Vt l (0, T*]; (2.14) 
if d(x, t) < 0, 
i.e., the interface at time t E (0, T*] is Tr, and therefore it moves by mean 
curvature. In addition, the interval (0, T*], where (2.14) is valid can be 
extended as long as r,, is smooth (C3 +‘). 
For the long time behavior, the following theorem shows that if iV3 2, 
r. is compact, and Co = 0, then the interface will disappear in a finite time; 
i.e., one of the two stable states (u = up and u = u,) will dominate the 
whole space. 
THEOREMS (Extinction of Interface). Assume that N > 2, 4 satisfies (1.3) 
and (2.12), and g satisfies (2.1) and 
lim sup g(x) < u. - co 
1x1 - ‘z.2 
or lim inf g(x) > u. + co 
> 
, 
IA - 02 
(2.15) 
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and let U&(X, t) be the solution of (l.l), (1.2). Then, there exist a finite time 
T* * and positive constants c, C such that for all E > 0 small enough, 
lu”(x,t)-ulCCexp(-c~), VXE[W~, taT** (2.16) 
( or iu”-u+[<Cenp(-cy), VxeRN,t>T**). 
Furthermore, if (i) g satisfies (2.11), (ii) r, is smooth (C3”), and (iii) either 
r,, is convex or N = 2 (so that T”“” in Proposition 2.1 is well defined), then 
T** and T* (in Theorem 3), can be taken arbitrarily close to T”““. 
Note that for the conclusion (2.16) we do not need any regularity 
assumption on r,. 
In one dimension, the assertion of Theorem 4 is not true; in fact, we have 
the following: 
T.HEOREM 5 (Nonextinction of Interface). Assume that N= 1, q5 satisfies 
(1.3) and (2.12), and g satisfies, for some l> 0, 
g(x)2u’, Vlxl <f, (2.17a) 
g(x)>u-, Vlxl31. (2.17b) 
Then, there exist positive constants CI, M2 (both of which are independent of 
I), and E, = ~~(1) > 0 such that for all E E (0, c3) and all 6 E (2.5 Iln &I/CC, l/8), 
U&(X, t) > U+ - M3epa6J” 
6 
If 1x1 Ql-36,O<t<--e”“/“. 
M3 
(2.18) 
There are clearly many functions g satisfying both (2.15) and (2.17). 
Theorems 4 and 5 will be proved in Section 5. 
Remark 2.3. (1) Theorem 5 is known and in fact a sharper version of it 
can be found in [S, 7, 8, 201; however, our proof is simpler. 
(2) It is worth mentioning that the work by Fife [17] implies that if 
g is bounded and satisfies (2.15), then for each fixed E > 0, 
lim U&(X, t)=u_ (or u,), VXE R’; 
r-rm 
i.e., one stable state will eventually domainate the whole space. 
505/96/l-9 
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Consider the homogeneous econd initial-boundary value problem: 
u,-du+$#+)=O, (4 t) E Q x (0, + a), (2.19a) 
4% 0) = g(x), xEai-2, (2.19b) 
anu=o, cx, t) E af2 x ~0, + 00 ), (2.19~) 
where Q is a bounded smooth (C*) domain in RN and a, is the normal 
derivative to XL 
THEOREM 6. Assume that rj satisfies (1.3) and that g satisfies (2.1) (with 
RN replaced by Q), and let uE(x, t) be the solution of (2.19). Then the 
assertion of Theorem 1 (with RN replaced by a) holds. Zf in addition g 
satisfies (2.11) and 
Z,(~{x~~~g(x)=uo})isaC3+” hypersurface compactly contained in 0, 
(2.20) 
then the assertion of Theorem 3 holds for all t < F’* ~min{ T*, Ttouch}, 
where Ttouch is the time at which rTtouch touches aL?; furthermore, if s2 is 
convex, then T* = T* and the assertion of Theorem 4 holds. 
In case (2.20) does not hold, i.e., when r,, intersects as2, we shall make 
the following assumptions: 
(A) Compatability condition: 
a, gt.4 = 0, ~~~ai-2. (2.21) 
(B) There exist positive constants u*, T*, ci, and C, such that for 
each u E C-v*, u*], there exists a family of hypersurfaces {c},, ,< T* 
(r; E a), for which the signed distance function d”(x, t) satisfies 
d;(x, t) = Ad”(x, t) - II, VxE52nZ;,O<t<T*, 
nf u ’ ndi2 - 0, VxErynasz,o<t<T*, 
{x~B~d”(x,O)=O}=ZO(~{x~~~g(x)=u,,}), 
sup IV(d;(x, t) - dd”(x, t))l G Cl, 
x~~,O~r~T*.Id”(r,r)l~c, 
(2.22a) 
(2.22b) 
(2.22c) 
(2.23) 
where n,, and nao represent the outward normal of r” and LK2, 
respectively. 
The assumption (2.22b) means that the interface is orthogonal to the 
boundary, and it is motivated by the fact that if x E aG! and lW(x, t)l # 0, 
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then q,-; = V&(x, t)/lVz/(x, t)l, and hence n,; .ndsl = an&(x, t)/lV~‘(x, t)l 
= 0. 
THEOREM 7. Let u&(x, t) be the solution of (2.19), and assume that 
(1.3), (2.1), (2.11), (2.12), (2.21)-(2.23) hold. Then for any k>O and 
p E (0, $), there exist constants tz4 = .z4(k, /?) and M, = M,(k, b) such that 
for all EE (0, Ed), v= M4EP, and z,(k+ 2)c211n E[ 6 t < T* (tO( .) is as in 
Theorem 1 ), 
up -Ek<UE<U+ +Ek, VXEQ (2.24) 
U&(X, t) 2 u + - Ek, VXE {xEA2ld”(x, t)>MqEIlnEl}, (2.25a) 
uyx, t) Q u- + Ek, VXE {xEQldd-“(x, I)< -M,EllnEl}. (2.25b) 
Theorems 6 and 7 will be proved in Section 6. 
Remark 2.4. (1) It was proved by Rubinstein, Sternberg, and Keller 
[26] that when N= 2 and v = 0, there exists a unique solution for the 
motion by mean curvature problem (2.23); in other case this seems open. 
(2) We do not establish in this paper an analogue of Theorem 2 for 
the second initial-boundary value problem; the difficulty here is that we do 
not know the behavior of the interface at the boundary &2. 
In the sequel, we shall denote by c and C various positive constants 
which are independent of E. 
3. GENERATION OF INTERFACE 
Motivated by the dynamical theory explained in Section 1, we shall show 
that a modification W of w(g(x), t/c2) (cf. (1.5)) is a subsolution of (1.1). 
We begin by modifying the function 4. Define C, = supse LU,,U+, I@(s)1 
and 
C(s)=(l-i(s))ecs)+~(s,uo+;l~“,;‘-s, vs E UP, (3.1) 
where < 2 0 is a CF(W’) cut-off function satisfying 
t-(s) = 0, VSE(-al, Uo-E/C,]U [uo+3& Ilnel, +a)), 
i(s) = 1, VSE [u,, u,+~E IlnEl], 
0 d i’(s) < 2C,&C’, vs<u,, 
(3.2) 
-2(.z Iln.51)-1<[‘(s)<0, vs>uo. 
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These properties of [ imply that 
i = 4(s), VsE(--a, uo--E/C2Ju [u,+~E JlncJ, +a), (3.3) 
T= 
U,+E llnsl --s 
Jln El ’ VSE [u,, u,+26 (ln.sl], (3.4) 
and 
since I#@)1 < E for s E [u, - E/C*, u,] and l&s)1 < 3C,s Ilncj for 
s E [uo, u. + 3s lln ~11. 
In addition, by the definition of C2 and the assumption that-#‘(u,) < 0, 
(3.6) 
and, in conjunction with the last two properties of 5 in (3.2), 
&s, B (1 -i(s)) 40) + 4(S) 3 C&Y vs E cue - E/C*, uol, (3.7) 
4(s) G (1 - i(s)) 4(s) --as) G --CG VSE[~~+~EI~~E~,U~+~E(II~~E~] 
(3.8) 
for some positive constant c independent of E. 
Furthermore, by (3.3), (3.4), (3.7), and (3.8), 4 has exactly three zeros: 
l.4 -7 u,+sllnsl, and u,. 
We now define W(& r) as the solution of the ordinary differential 
equation: 
Some properties of the function W(& r) are listed in the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that <E [-Co, Co] (Co is as in (2.1)), and let 
W(<, T) be the solution of (3.9). Then, 
(1) for any k > 0, there exist positive constants e. (independent of k) 
and z. = z,(k) such that for all a E (0, eo), 
q-co, z)2u_ -Ek, Vt b z. Ilnel, (3.10) 
W(5, z) 2 u, - Ek, Vz>z,Iln~( and 5~uo+3slln&(; (3.11) 
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(2) W(5, T)E C*(R’ x [0, + a)) and 
@&, 7) > 0, t+>O; (3.12) 
(3) for every constant a > 0, there exists a positive constant A4 = M(a) 
such that for all E E (0, q,) (Q, is as in (1)) 
(3.13) 
Proof Note that when 5 = -C, or t > u0 + 3eIlnsl, the solution of 
(3.9) coincides with the solution of (1.5) so that the assertion (1) follows 
by solving (1.5) and using the assumption (1.3). 
Since Wr satislies (G5), = $‘(G)Gr and w&t, 0) = 1, 
G&t, z) = exp 
and therefore the assertion (2) follows. 
To show (3.13), we need only to consider the case i(t) # 0 (i.e., < # U- , 
u0 + E Iln ~1 and u,) since the left-hand side of (3.13) is continuous. Write 
I?<((, T) = exp 
( J 
- ,’ i’(*(t, t)) [ -;;;;‘l,,l dt) 
= exp(ln li(W(5, t))l I :Zh) = 
$J(@(5, t)) 
Nt) ’ 
and differentiate the right-hand side with respect o 5, 
(3.14) 
Hence, if 4 stays from zero, then Wcc/Wt: is bounded (since, by (3.5), qP is 
bounded). It now remains to consider the case 5 E (t E 88’ I I&<)[ < cc}. By 
(3.3), (3.7), and (3.8), this set is contained in I- u I, u I,, where I- = 
(u- -C’s, z.- +CE), Z,,=(u,, u,+2~Iln~l), and I+ =(u+ -CE, u, +CE). 
In case 5~ (u-, U_ + CE), @(t, T) L U- as r 7 co; therefore, 
l4Y@(k r)) -$Yr,l = l4’(45, r)) -4’(5)l= l4”(@)(@(5, r) - 01 
< Clu- -<I d c’lqql)l (since$‘(u-)#O), 
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and (3.13) holds (by (3.14)). Similarly, we can treat the rest of the case 
5 E I- u I, (recall that we have assumed 5 # a_+). 
It finally remains to consider the case t; EZ,,. We devide it into three 
subcases: 
(i) u,<w(5,z)<Ug+2&Iln&l,VjZE[0,aIln&l]; 
(ii) there exists a QE [0, a lln ~11, such that W(& C) = u,+ 2~ lln ~1; 
(iii) there exists a Q E [0, a llnsl], such that W(& z^) = uO. 
In the first subcase, wee = 0 by (3.14) and the fact that q(s) is constant 
when s E (u,, a0 + 2~ lln ~1). In the second subcase, we can use (3.4) to solve 
the ODE (3.9), 
W(<, z) = u. + E lln E( + E lln 61 e+-f)‘i’“si when t < Q; 
therefore, 
5 = W(& 0) = u. + E Iln ~1 + E Iln E/ ePr”llnEl 
>u,+sIlnsl +E llnale? 
since Q < a 1 In E 1. Consequently, 
4(r) = h+E IW-4< --Ee-n Iln cl ’ ’ 
and, by (3.14),, (3.13) holds if M(a) is large enough. The third subcase is 
similar to the second one. The estimate (3.13) thus follows. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since W( - C,, t/e*) is a subsolution of ( 1.1) (by 
(3.6)), a parabolic comparison theorem then yields 
W( -co, f/&2) <d(X, t), V(x, f)EWX Iw+. 
The first inequality in (2.2) thus follows from (3.10). Similarly, we can 
prove the second inequality in (2.2). 
We now proceed to establish (2.3a). First we assume that g satisfies 
sup (El&l + IVgl’)d,< +aJ 
xew 
(3.15) 
for some constant c,, independent of E. 
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We claim that for any a > 0 and A(a) E (1 + M(a))&, the function 
u(x, t) f iii mu) t g(x) -- it 
’ E2 
(3.16) 
E 
is a subsolution of (1.1) in the interval 0 < t < (1~~ Iln ~1. Indeed, 
9Y=u,-Au+-))(u) 
= -~w~++[w,, IVg12+~&]+~qqW) 
h2(u)+Edg+~ lVg12 +f (&q-q5(w))~0, (3.17) 
where the last step follows by (3.13), (3.15), and (3.6). 
Noting that u( ., 0) = W(g( .), 0) =g( .), we conclude, by a parabolic 
comparison theorem, 
U&(X, t)>u(x, t)=* VxEw,0<t<UE2 Ilnsl. 
Taking a = r,(k), t = r,(k).s’ Iln ~1, and M,(k) = r,(k) li;r(r,(k)) + 3, and 
using (3.11), we obtain (2.3a). 
So far we have assumed that g satisfies (3.15). For general g, we need 
only to replace g in (3.16) by g which satisfies (3.15) and 
i 
2g(x)- cc if I g(x) - 4 < co/Z 
g(x) 2 f(x) =ug + cd2 if g(x) 2 u. + co, 
= inf g(x) if 
XERN 
g(x) < u. - co. 
Similarly, we can prove (2.3b) and Theorem 1 follows. 1 
4. PROPAGATION 0~ INTERFACE 
To establish Theorems 2 and 3 (propagation of interface), we first recall 
some properties of the solution of the nonlinear eigenvalues problem (2.5) 
with 4 replace by 4” defined by 
#=#+A. (4.1) 
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Note that there exist positive constants A* and q, such that for each 
;1 E [ -;1*, ,I*], 4” satisfies (1.3) and its three zeros, denote by ~5, u:, and 
a<, satisfy 
U*2U$+Cr,A. if 1 E [0, A*], 
U,<U:+cC,J. if IE [--I*, 01. 
(4.2) 
LEMMA 4.1. For each A E [O, A*], there exists a unique pair (U”( .), C”) 
satisfying 
Lyz(z) - C”U,“(z) - qb”( U”(z)) = 0, VZE R’, 
U+cO)=U~, U”(0) = u& U~(co)=u~. 
(4.3) 
Furthermore, there exist positive constants a and A (independent of A) such 
that 
A u+-Ae-“‘<U”(z)<u:, vz>o, (4.4a) 
245 < U”(z) 6 u? + Ae-“I”, vz<o, (4.4b) 
0 < Vi < Ae-aizl, VZfZ F%‘, (4.5) 
Ic”-C”I + sup W’(z)-U”(z)1 <Alill. 
ZERN 
(4.6) 
This lemma follows directly from Lemma 2 and its proof in [IS, 
Appendix]. 
Next, we establish a sufficient condition for a function U’(z(x, s)/E) to be 
a subsolution of (1.4). 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that for some positive constants b and B, a constant 
A E [0, A*] and a function z(x, s) E C2(RN x [0, T)) (0 < TG 00) satisfy 
Vx E RN, s E [O, T) (4.8) 
(4.9) 
where a and A are as in Lemma 4.1 and x is the characteristic function. Then, 
Vx E R”, s E [0, T). 
(4.10) 
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Prooj By direct computation, 
(by (4.3)) 
<z,-&dZ-cA+A~~vz~2-l~ ui-4 
\ 
E 
z 
E 
(by (4.6), (4.5), and (4.1)) 
GO (by (4.5) and (4.9)), 
and the lemma follows. 1 
The following lemma gives a sufficient condition for a function 
U”(z(x, t)/~) to be a subsolution of (1.1). 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume that 1 E [0, A*] and Z(X, t) E C2(IWN x [0, T)) satisfy 
{~z~rb,~~imI] +B2E~k’X(,~,~b2EB+‘/*}, 
VXE RN, tE [O, T) (4.11) 
(4.12) 
for some constants B, 2 0, B, 2 0, k, 20, b, > 0, b, > 0, and /3~ [ - 5, 4). 
Then, 
E; U”-AU’+(U”)<O, Vx E RN, t E [O, T). (4.13) 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2 and is omitted. 
Remark4.1. By symmetry, one can easily derive the corresponding 
suffkient conditions for supersolutions. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let r. and k be the positive constants in the 
assumption of Theorem 2, to = z,(k + 1) and MO = M,(k + 1) the constants 
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in Theorem 1, t1,, the constant in (4.2), and 01 and A. the constants in 
Lemma 4.1. Set 
m, =m,(k)==, 
a 
(4.14a) 
(4.14b) 
(4.14c) 
In the rest of the proof, we shall always assume that E E (0, si), where 
.si = sl(rO, k) is a positive constant as small as we need. 
We need only to establish (2.6a) since (2.6b) can be similarly proved. Let 
so > 0 be given- and x0 be an arbitrary point in the set 
i&5 R+(s0))IR+(s0)~ro/2~ Kh rOW?iioosllnEl~~ 
where 
R+(s)=ro+(Co-M,c)s-22m,~ Ilnsl, vo<s<s,. 
It is then enough to show 
uE(xO, so + Z~E Iln ~1) > U, - sk. 
By the definition of x0, there exists a point y, E RN such that 
Ix,-Yol GR+(soL 
NY~, ro) c Qiio;onlln~l~ 
R+(so) 2 rd2, 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17a) 
(4.17b) 
where, by the definition of R+(s) in (4.15), the last inequality implies that 
R+(s) 2 rd2, vo < s < so. (4.17c) 
Let h( .) be a Coo( RN) functions satisfying 
40 = 5 if 151 < 1, 
40 = 2 if [23, 
h(c)= -2 if [ < -3, 
(4.18) 
0 <h’(C) < 1, W’YOI < 1, vy E R’, 
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and set 
and 
z(x,,,+h(:d(x,s)). (4.20) 
Since IdI d ro/8 implies that h’(8d/r,) = 1, 
z,-C”=(C’-M&h’-CC”=(Co-CC”)-A@+(l-h’)(~-~,~) 
<AI4 -W~+~X(,d,rro,8) (by (4.7)) 
by the definition of M, and 1. Note that Id(x, s)l Q r,/8 also implies that 
Jx-y,J=R+(s)-d+m,~(1n~(>/~~~>0 (by (4.17~)) 
which, in turn, implies lVd1 = 1; thus, 
ll~~12-~l=l~‘(~~/~o)lVd12-ll~~~,,,~,,,,~. 
Also, lx - yol < ro/8 implies that (dl B 3ro/8, which implies h’(8d/r,) = 0, so 
that 
28 ldzl= h’dd+h” lVd1 ; N-l 8 8N h’ Ix-yol +h”yO q. 
It then follows that 
and by Lemma 4.2, @(2(x, s)/E) satisfies the differential inequality of being 
a subsolution. 
Now we proceed to establish 
U”(z(x, O)/E) <28(x, TIE lln EI ), vx E RN. (4.21) 
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Consider two cases: 
(1) 2(x, O)a --ml& Iln El; 
(2) 2(x, 0) < --ml& Iln ~1. 
In the first case, d(x, 0) > -ml& Iln ~1 and 
Ix-yyol=ro-m,e Ilnsl-~(x,0)6r0; 
hence, by (4.17bh x E Q,&,;oE,,nE,, and, by Theorem 1 (note that r0 = z,(k + 1) 
and s = t/a), 
UE(x,ZOEIln&I)~u+-&k+l~u:+a,l-&k+’ (by (4.2)) 
Z 
>u:>u” - 
0 E 
(by (4.4a)): 
In case (2) 
< U’( -m, Iln ~1) < 2.4” +Ae~~~~lrn&l (by Wb)) 
=ut +Ack+‘<u- -cq,l+A&k+l<uU_-Ek+l 
<28(x, ro& Iln ~1) (by (2.2)). 
Inequality (4.21) thus follows. 
By a comparison theorem for parabolic equations, we then conclude that 
U” 4x> 3)
( 1 - E < U&(X, s+ toe Iln &I), VXEW, o<s<s,. 
Since Ix,-y,l <R+(s,) (by (4.17a)), d(x,,s,)~R+(s,)+m,~ Ilnsl - 
I-x0- yol > ml& Ilnsl, and 
> U”(m,c IIn ~1) > U: - Aepam”‘“” 
2U+ -A&AE~+‘~u+-E~, 
and therefore (4.16) follows. By the arbitrariness of so and x0, (2.6a) 
follows. m 
Proof of Theorem 3. Take I as in (4.14c), and set 
z(x, t)=?h(id(x, t))--E Ilnsl eMzr-2m2E Ilnsl, (4.22) 
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where d(x, t) is the distance function satisfying (2.9) and (2.10), c0 is the 
constant in (2.10), and m2 and M, are large constants to be determined. 
Since Co = 0, 
if k > 1 and E small enough. By the motion equation (2.9~) the mean value 
theorem, and the a priori bound in (2.10), 
Mx, t) - wx, t)l 6 4x, t)l sup IV4J4 2) -MY> t))l 
WY, 1)l <co) 
G co I4 ~x~{y~[W~IId(y,t)ldc~},O~tQT*. 
Therefore 
z,--AZ-G+:, ,Vz12- 11 
=h’(d,-Ad)-M,E Ilnal eM2’+$h” iVd12-T+: Ii~‘~lVdl~- 11 
3 A 
+ -J+~+;+E 
GA”CX(,Z,>((M2-CCg- 2C~m2--I)/ O)Elln&I}+~~1X(,d,~C0,3)1. 
If M, is large enough and E small enough, then both (4.11) and (4.12) are 
satisfied, and hence (4.13) holds. Theorem 3 then follows by repeating the 
argument in the second half of the proof of Theorem 2; here one needs to 
use (2.11) to derive that z(x, O)> -m2E jln ~1 implies XEQ~~~,,~~,. 1 
5. PROOF OF THEOREMS 4 AND 5 
Proof of Theorem 4. Notice the following two facts: 
(1) If a sphere of radius r. evolves by the mean curvature law, then 
at any time 0 < t < r$2(N- 1) = T(r,), its radius is 
r=R(ro, t)r(ri-2(N- 1)t)“‘. 
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(2) If for some ball B( y, rO), 
g(x) d uo - cop, vx E ~N\NY, ro), 
then for all t E [toe2 Iln E(, iT( and .s>O small enough, 
(5.1) 
UE(X, t)<u- +E, VxE RN\B(y, R(r,, t) + M2c Iln cl). (5.2) 
To see this, take a smooth and radially symmetric function g > g such that 
g satisfies the condition needed for Theorem 3 and 
Then by Theorem 3 and the fact (1 ), the function U” (the solution of (1.1) 
with initial value S) satisfies (5.2), and therefore by comparison uE satisfies 
(5.2) also. Note that (5.2) implies that the interface (if it exists) is contained 
in the ball B(y, ro/2) at t = iT(r,) (if E small enough). 
By (2.15), there exists a ball B(y,, ro/4) such that g< uO- co/2 outside 
this ball. Take any two balls B(y,, ro) and B(y,, ro) such that 
ly,--y,l =r,/2 and B(yo,ro/4)cB(y,,ro)nB(y2, r,,). Then, g satisfies 
(5.1) in both B(y,, ro) and B(y,,r,), and therefore by (5.2), if 
T** = iT(r,) and E is small enough, u’( ., ,**) < U- + E in the domain 
(RN\Wly ro/2)) u (~N\W2T ro/2)) = RN; 
that is, the interface disappears at time T**. 
To obtain (2.16), let w(t, t) be the solution of (1.5). Then, by com- 
parison, 
qx, t) 6 w 
( 
u _ + E, ~ 
Similarly, by (2.2), one can obtain 
Vt > T**, XE RN. 
Vt 3 T**, XE RN. 
Since Iw(u- &-E, z) - u-1 < Ae-*‘, (2.16) thus follows. 
In case either r. is smooth and convex or f, is smooth and N= 2, T, 
exists in (0, Tmax) and it shrinks into a single point as t i+ T”“” by 
Proposition 2.1. Hence, the constant T* in (2.10) can be choosen to be 
arbitrarily close to T”““; consequently, r,. will be contained in a ball of 
radius r. which can be arbitrarily small. Repeating the proof for the 
existence of T** (with initial time T*), we find that (Tmax< )T** < 
T*+gT(4ro); that is, T** can be arbitrarily close to T *; this completes 
the proof of Theorem 4. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 5. Let a, be the constant in (4.2), a and A the 
constants in Lemma 4.1, and h( . ) the function satisfying (4.18). For every 
6 E (2s JlnsJ/a, l/8), set 
A=A L+A e-aa/E [ 1 a0 
z(x t),!h 4(1-lxl-6) 3 4 I -gl. E 
Then 
Al+C” 4 -p-f +a ,h’2- 1, 
E 
Hence, by Lemma 4.3, U”(z(x, C)/E) satisfies the differential inequality 
corresponding to a subsolution of (1.1). 
Note that when 1x1 <I, U’(Z/E)<U: <u+ 6 U&(X, 0) (by (2.17a), and 
when 1x1 > 1, 
< up < UE(X, 0) (by (2.17b)). 
Therefore, by comparison, 
Consequently, if IxI> I- 36 and t E (0, .d/8A,i), then z(x, t) > 6 and 
and (2.18) follows. This finishes the proof of Theorem 5. 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 6 AND 7 
Proof of Theorem 6. Noting that the function u(x, t) in (3.16) (if 
necessary, replace g by 2 which satisfies 8, g 1 dn = 0) satisfies 
c?,U(X, t) = w< R(T) 1 g(x) -E t, 2 t a, g(x) = 0, 
V(x, t) e iX2 x (0, ~~~~ Iln ~11, 
we conclude that u is also a subsolution of (2.9) and hence Theorem 1 
(replacing RN by 52) regarding the generation of the interface holds for the 
present case. 
Similarly, the function U”(z(x, t)/E) with I defined by (4.14c), U” by 
(4.3), and z by (4.22) (take co smaller than the distance from dS1 to 
u OCt<r* Z-,) also satisfies the boundary condition (2.19c), and thus it is a 
subsolution of (2.19) for t E [roe2 Iln ~1, T*]. Theorem 3 (replacing RN by 
0) regarding the propagation of the interface then follows by a similar 
proof of that of Theorem 3. 
In case 52 is convex, the hypersurface m(t) (0 < t < T,“““), the solution 
of the motion by mean curvature starting from 80, shrinks. Since r, is 
contained in m(t), it will not tough s2; that is, T* = T*. 
The proof for the extinction of the interface follows exactly the same as 
that of Theorem 4; Theorem 6 thus follows. 1 
Proof of Theorem 7. The proof of (2.24) regarding the uniform bounds 
of uE is exactly the same as that of (2.2) in Theorem 1. We shall only prove 
(2.25a), since the proof of (2.25b) is similar. By the conclusion regarding 
the generation of interface in (the first part of) Theorem 6, we find that 
VXE {xEi21g(x)>uo+Mo(k+2)t Ilnel). (6.1) 
Thus it remains to construct a subsolution for the propagation of the 
interface. 
Let /I E (0, f) and k > 0 be the constants in the assumption of Theorem 7, 
h( .) the function defined in (4.18), a(x) the distance from XE~ to X?, u 
and M constants to be determined, and d”(x, t) the function satisfying 
(2.23), (2.24). Set 
A=$+1 G-max{k B}), (6.2a) 
z(x, t) = i?+ “‘h (6.2b) 
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As in the proof of Theorem 2, by considering the two cases d’(x, 0) > 
(M/2)sIlnsl and d”(x, 0) <(M/2) 11 ( E n E and using (6.1) and (2.1 l), one 
can verify that if M is large enough, 
u* z(x, 0) 
( > 
d zf(x, zo(k + 2)~~ Iln ~1). (6.3) 
E 
The last term in (6.2b) is introduced to make U’(Z/E) satisfy the 
boundary condition corresponding to a subsolution, as shown in (6.4) 
below. 
Since CJ is the distance to ?X2, VgIBR = -nao and 
V~.VdVI.=o,d,=o=Va.Vd”l,,,,~= -ndR.,,;=O (by (2.22b)). 
The mean value theorem then leads to 
W(x) .Vd”(x, t)l< C(l+)l + Id”(x, t)l h qx, t) E !s x [O, r*]. 
Denoting by hr and h, the function h evaluated at d’(x, t)/~~+ ‘I2 and 
a(X)/&“*, respectively, one obtains 
=: U;l(h;a,d”+M&P+‘/2h;a,o) 
m E a=0 
1 
G- U~(X(,d~,~3e8+L/Z) Cld”l -M,@+‘/* E )l.=,co (6.4) 
if M is large enough. 
Suppose we have shown that 
2ieRu” - 
( ) 
44 t) <o 
1, V(x, t) E sz x [O, T*]. 
& (6.5) 
Then, in conjunction with (6.3) and (6.4) a comparison theorem for 
parabolic equations yields 
uA <U&(X, t+T,(k+2)E2 IhE)), 
and (2.26a) follows by the properties of U” in Lemma 4.1. 
To finish the proof, it now remains to prove (6.5). By Lemma 4.3 and the 
choice of ;1 in (6.2a), we only need to show that 
505/96/l-10 
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We compute 
I IVz12- l( = IIh;Vd”+M&B+l’2h;Vol2- 11 
=lh;2-1+2ME P+‘i2VaVdUh;h;+M2&2P+1h;21 
~x{~~u~~,~+I/~~+~ME~+“~C(I~“I 
+ lal)xr,d~,~~,p+li2~X(,,,~3E’,21 +M2&2P+1 
~X~,d”,~EB+I12~+CM2&~+1 
and 
z, - AZ -T = h;(dy - Ad”) + h;l&- 
C” p - ‘I2 _ M.$+ l12h; Aa _ Mh;$ _ ~ 
<h;(-u+Id;-Ad”+ul)+h;c-P-1’2+2M~fi+~qE 
G C-u+Cldl +~ME~+AE~]x~,,,.,~+,,~~ 
+CME-~~“~X~,~“,~~B+,,~). 
If follows that 
provided that u = CM2cp; hence (6.6) follows. This completes the proof of 
(2.25a) and of Theorem 7. 1 
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